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1. INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN GLOBAL 
BUSINESS TODAY 

1.1 THE ROLE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN BUSINESS TODAY 

HOW INFORMATION SYSTEMS ARE TRANSFORMING BUSINESS 

- Email, online conferencing, cell phones and other communications technology have become essential 
tools for business 

- Information systems are key to fast-paced supply chains 
- Allows businesses to become more competitive and efficient by digitizing core business objectives 
- A new way of connecting with consumers (consider the customer channels in the business model 

canvas) 

New information system trends include: 

- Online transactions 
- Mobile digital platform 
- Online software 
- Cloud computing 

WHAT’S NEW IN MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS) 

 

 Change Business Impact 

Technology Cloud computing Flexibility in task performance 

Growth in Software as a Service 
(SaaS) 

Major business applications are now delivered as an 
internet service rather than boxed software 

Mobile platform (portables) The emergence of mobile devices over stationary 
computers 

Management Managers adopting online 
collaboration 

Improves coordination, collaboration and knowledge 
sharing 

Business intelligence 
applications accelerate 

More powerful data analytics to enhance business 
operations and management 

Virtual meetings proliferate Reduce travel time/costs 

Organizations Web 2.0 applications Allows more interaction with consumers 

Telework popularization Allows work away from the office 
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Co-creation of business value Supply chains and product development become more 
collaborative, fast-paced and efficient than in the past 

 

THE EMERGING DIGITAL FIRM 

In a digital firm, core business processes are accomplished through digital networks spanning the entire 
organization or linking multiple organizations. 

Business processes: Refer to the set of logically related tasks and behaviors that organization develop over 
time to produce specific business results: 

- Fulfilling an order 
- Developing a new product 
- Creating marketing plans 
- Hiring employees 

(to be further discussed later) 

Key corporate assets: Are intellectual property, core competencies and financial and human assets  
These are now managed through digital means in a digital firm. 

Digital firms are much more adaptable to: 

- Time shifting: businesses being able to take place 24/7 
- Space shifting: businesses taking place in a ‘global workshop’ 

STRATEGIC BUSINESS OBJECTIVES OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Technology and information systems have become an integral part of every business model, and how well a 
business will do in the future is dependent on what it’s technology is capable of. Today any business operation 
is dependent on the utilization of available information systems and what they allow the business to do. 

Digital Firm:  is one which nearly all of the organization’s significant business relationships with 
customers, suppliers and employees are digitally enabled and mediated. 
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Business objectives for IS is to achieve six strategic business objectives: 

1. Operational excellence: Businesses being able to run as efficiently as possible to achieve higher 
profits, which is greatly supported by information systems 
 

2. New products, services and business models: Information systems enable businesses to create new 
products and services well as entirely new business models (can also be applied to existing business 
models for further revenue streams or cost minimization) 
Note: a business model is how a company produces, delivers and sells a product or service 
 

3. Customer and supplier intimacy: Improved exchange of information with customers will improve 
trade relationships, encouraging customers to return if they have reliable and responsive service. 
Information systems also allow for improved service through customer feedback; in the form of direct 
customer input, or analysis of customer trends  
e.g. if a customer buys a specific brand at a store, their digital profile can reflect this resulting in 
specialized marketing or sales offers 
 

4. Improved decision making: With access to quick and reliable information to improve business 
decisions. A digital firm is much more adaptable to situations, such as amount of goods/services 
required, the allocation of resources and increased response time. 
e.g. whenever a product is bought, information of transaction can be immediately sent to 
manufacturers to inform how many replacements to produce, resulting in lower costs (due to 
overproduction) 
 

5. Competitive advantage: When firms achieve one or more of the above business objectives they are 
able to better compete in the marketplace 
à Competitive advantage is not enough if it is not sustainable 
 

6. Survival: Business firms must invest in information’s systems and technology because they are now 
integral to business and are required to adapt to changes in the marketplace and maintain a 
competitive advantage 
Note: Why early innovation is more advantageous than following trends will be discussed later 
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1.2 PERSPECTIVE ON INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

WHAT IS AN INFORMATION SYSTEM? 

Information <-> data that have been shaped to a form that is useful to people 
Data <-> are streams of raw facts representing events occurring in organizations or the physical environment 
before they have been organized and arranged into a form that people can understand and use 

Input: captures or collects raw data 
Output: transfers the processed information to people 

 

DIMENSIONS OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Some definitions:  

- Information Systems Literacy: The broader understanding of information systems which covers the 
understanding of the management and organizational dimension of systems as well as the technical 
dimensions of systems. 

- Computer literacy: Focuses primarily on the knowledge of information technology 
- Management information systems (MIS) achieves both computer literacy and information systems 

literacy, dealing with behavioral issues as well as technical issues surrounding the development, use 
and impact of information systems 

Information Technology (IT): Consists of all the hardware and software that a firm need to use in 
order to achieve its business objectives 

Information System (IS): A set of interrelated components that collect (or retrieve), process, store and 
distribute information to support decision making and control in an organization 
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Information Systems are at the center of organizations, technology and management. 

Organizations have a structure composed of different levels: 

- Senior management: makes long-range strategic decisions about products and services as well as 
ensures financial performance of the firm 

- Middle management: Carries out the programs and plans of senior management 
- Operational management: Responsible for monitoring the daily activities of the business 

Knowledge workers: such as engineers, scientists, or architects design products or services for the firm 
Data workers: such as secretaries or clerks assists with scheduling and communications at all levels of the firm 
Production or service workers: produce and deliver a product or service 

Major business functions: 

- Sales and marketing: Selling the organization’s product/service 
- Manufacturing and production: Producing and delivering products and services 
- Finance and accounting: Managing the organization’s financial assets and maintaining the 

organization’s financial records 
- Human resources: Attracting, developing and maintaining the organization’s labor force; maintaining 

employee records 

These are all supported and interconnected by information systems 

 

 

Considerations to be made when implementing information systems are: 

- The culture of the organization 
- Different perspectives of different levels of the organization (conflicting views and interests) 

MANAGEMENT 
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A manager’s main role is to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of an organization in meeting its 
business objectives, but at the same time it must ensure that the business is sustainable. In order to do this 
manager’s must be innovative and adaptive to changes, and information technology is at the forefront of 
marketplace disruption and revolution. 

Thus managers must understand and invest heavily in IT and IS in order to ensure they remain relevant and 
competitive. 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Some definitions: 

- Hardware: The physical components used for input, processing and output activities in an 
information system 

- Software: The detailed and preprogrammed instructions that control and coordinate computer 
hardware in an information system 

- Data management technology: Software governing the organization of data 
- Networking and telecommunications technology: Hardware and Software which are used to connect 

two locations together 
- Network: Links two or more computers to share data or resources 

E.g. the internet 
- Intranet: Internal corporate networks 
- Extranets: Private intranets extended to outside users 
- World Wide Web a service provided by the internet that uses universal standards for storing, 

retrieving, formatting and displaying information in a page. 

These all constitute a firm’s information technology (IT) 

A BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE ON INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Businesses invest in information technology/information systems as they believe the return would be greater 
than the investment cost. This will come in the form of increased revenue or decreased costs. 

Information systems will allow for improved business decisions as it provides managers with the information 
required to make these decisions. This will allow businesses to optimize their processes. 
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The value of an information system is determined by the extent to which the system will lead to better 
management decisions, more effective business processes, and higher firm profitability. 

COMPLEMENTARY ASSETS: ORGANIZATIONAL CAPITAL AND THE RIGHT BUSINESS 
MODEL 

The return of information technology investment may vary greatly from firm to firm, and this is all dependent 
on how well the business is able to utilize the technology. The answer lies in the concept of complimentary 
assets. 

Information systems must be accompanied by supportive values, structures and behavior patterns. 
à Businesses must change how they operate due to information technology. 

 

Complementary Asset Examples 

Organizational assets - Supportive organizational culture that values efficiency and effectiveness 
- Appropriate business model 

- Efficient business processes 

- Decentralized authority 

- Distributed decision making rights 
- Strong IS development team 

Managerial assets - Strong senior management support for technology investment and change 

- Incentives for management innovation 

- Teamwork and collaborative work environments 

- Training programs to enhance management decision skills 

- Management culture that values flexibility and knowledge-based decision 
making 

Social assets - The internet and telecommunications infrastructure 
- IT-enriched educational programs raising labor force computer literacy 
- Standards (both government and private sector) 

- Laws and regulations crating fair, stable market environments 
- Technology and service firms in adjacent markets to assist implementation 

 

Complementary assets: Are those assets required to derive value from a primary investment (in this 
case the primary is information systems technology) 
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1.3 CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES TO INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

In general, the field of information systems can be divided into the technical and the behavioral sides 

 

TECHNICAL APPROACH 

The disciplines that contribute to the technical approach to IS are: 

- Computer Science: Establishing theories of computability, methods of computation, and methods of 
efficient data storage and access 

- Management Science: Emphasizes the development of models for decision making and management 
practices 

- Operating Research: focuses on mathematical techniques for optimizing selected parameters of 
organizations such as transportation, inventory control, and transaction costs 

BEHAVIOURAL APPROACH 

The disciplines that contribute to the behavioral approach to IS are: 

- Psychology: Analyzes how human decision makers perceive and use information gained from IS 
- Economists: Study IS with an interest in understanding the production of digital goods, the dynamics 

of digital markets and how new IS change the control and cost structures within a firm 
- Sociology: Focus on how groups and organizations shape the development of IS and how IS affects 

them 

SOCIOTECHNICAL SYSTEMS 

Sociotechnical View: Achieving optimal organizational performance by intermingling both the social and 
technical systems used in production 
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The four main contributors to Information Systems: 

- Suppliers of hardware and software 
- Business firms 
- Managers and employees 
- Contemporary legal, social and cultural context (firm’s environment) 

In essence the focus of information systems is to not focus on either the technical side or the behavioral side, 
but recognize that technology is a present and powerful factor, but can only be used efficiently if both the 
information systems and the business are designed with each other in mind that they will work best together. 
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2. INFORMATION SYSTEMS, 
ORGANIZATIONS, AND STRATEGY 

2.1 ORGANIZATIONS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

WHAT IS AN ORGANIZATION 

 

FEATURES OF AN ORGANIZATION 

 

- Routines and Business Process: The standard operating procedures; precise rules, procedures and 
practices that have been developed to cope with virtually all expected situations 
Business Processes are a collection of routines 

- Organizational Politics: People in organizations occupy different positions within different specialties, 
concerns and perspectives 

- Organizational Culture:  All organizations have a set of undefined rules and concrete assumptions 
which they must follow 

- Organizational Environments: Organizations reside in environments from which they draw resources 
and to which they supply goods and services 

- Organizational Structure: Organizations all have a structure or shape 
- Others Features:  

- Organizations have goals and use different means to achieve them 
- Serve different groups or have different constituencies, some benefitting their members, some 
benefits their clients, stockholders or the public 
- Nature of leadership i.e. authoritative or democratic 
- Routine vs non-routine tasks 

The environment often changes faster than the organization thus firms must: 

- Optimize internal interdependencies 
- Maintaining effective alignment with the external environment  

Both of these must be guided by organizational strategy 

Organization: Social entity with a collective goal that exists within a contextual environment 
- Reflects an articulated purpose and possesses an established mechanism for achieving it 

Disruptive Technologies: Are substitute products 
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2.2 HOW INFORMATION SYSTEMS IMPACT ORGANIZATIONS AND BUSINESS FIRMS 

ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

- IT changes the relative costs of capital and the costs of information 
- As costs of IT decreases, IS becomes an economical substitute for: 

- Substitute for labor 
- Substitute for forms of capital such as buildings and machinery 

- Affects cost and quality of information and changes the economics of information 
- Helps firm contract in size by hiring other firms instead of expanding itselfà reduces transaction 

costs  
- Reduce internal management costs by reducing agency costs. 

ORGANIZATIONAL AND BEHAVIOURAL IMPACTS 

IT Flattens Organizations: 

- Information technology facilitates the flattening of hierarchies by broadening the distribution of 
information to empower lower-level employees and increase management efficiency 

- Low level employees receive the information needed to make decisions without supervision 
- Less managers are required as the efficiency of a single manager has improved, as they are able to 

receive effective information and make decisions faster 

 

Postindustrial Organizations: 

- Workers tend to be more self-managed with the introduction of IS, as knowledge and information 
becomes decentralized and more widespread 

Transaction Cost Theory: Firms and individuals are able to cut costs by outsourcing certain operations to external 
firms, rather than expanding their own firm. The use of IS cuts on transaction costs as it allows for improved 

communication and monitoring 

Agency Theory:  The firm is viewed as a “nexus of contracts.” An owner employs agents to do work on their behalf. 
As organizations expand, the cost of communicating with and monitoring these agents increase. IS allows the 

organization to cut down on this cost using improved communication and monitoring. 
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Understanding Organizational Resistance to Change 

- IS has access to a key resource: information! 
- IS requires shifts in established paradigms and culture 
- IS may potentially altering a company’s organizational structure, culture, business processes and 

strategy, resulting in resistance 
- Resistance is often the main reason why the implementation of new technologies fail to provide 

profits. 

THE INTERNET AND ORGANIZATIONS  

- Increases accessibility, storage and distribution of information and knowledge for organizations 
- Lowering transaction and agency costs 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE DESIGN AND UNDERSTANDING OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

When planning a new information system organizations must consider: 

- The environment in which the organization must function 
- The structure of the organization: Hierarchy, specialization, routines and business processes 
- The organization’s culture and politics 
- The type of organization and its style of leadership 
- The principal interest groups affected by the system and the attitudes of workers who will be using 

the system 
- The kinds of tasks, decisions and business processes that the information system is designed to assist 

 

2.3 USING INFORMATION SYSTEMS TO ACHIEVE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

Firms which excel in each industry are considered to have a higher competitive advantage 

- Competitive Advantage: The ability to excel better than ones competitor in specific domains 
- Core Competencies: Unique skills and proficiencies that can be utilized I value-creation activities 
- Strategy: Specific patterns of decision making to leverage on core competencies to attain 

competitive advantage 

  

PORTER’S COMPETITIVE FORCES MODEL 

Porter’s five forces:  

1. Traditional Competitors: All firms share market space with competitors who are continuously 
devising new products, services, efficiencies, trying to lower your switching costs 

2. New market entrants:  
- Some industries have high barriers e.g. computer chip business 
- New companies have new equipment, younger workers, but little brand recognition 
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3. Availability of substitute products and services: Substitutes customers might use if your prices 
become too high e.g. Netflix substitutes for Cable TV.  

4. Bargaining power of buyers:  
- Can customers easily switch to competitor’s products 
- Can they force businesses to compete on price alone in transparent marketplace? 

5. Bargaining power of suppliers: 
- Market power of suppliers when firm cannot raise prices as fast as suppliers 
- Firms do not have alternate suppliers 

 

 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS STRATEGIES FOR DEALING WITH COMPETITIVE FORCES 

There are four generic strategies to utilize porter’s five forces through technology: 

1) Low-Cost Leadership: Using information systems to achieve the lowest operational costs and the 
lowest prices. 
An example of this is stock replenishment system where stock is recorded electronically at checkout, 
sending information to suppliers. This cuts on stock take costs. 
Customer response systems: links consumer behavior to distribution and production and supply 
chains. 
 

2) Product Differentiation: Using information systems to enable new products and services, or greatly 
change the customer convenience in using existing products and services 
The ability to partake in mass customization: the ability of customers to individually tailor products or 
services using the same production resources as mass production 
(consider the Moto X and its phone customization features) 
 

3) Focus on Market Niche: Use of information systems to enable a specific market focus, and serve this 
narrow target market better than competitors.  
Uses information systems to analyze data (things such as consumer patterns, tastes and preferences) 
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for finely tuned sales and marketing techniques 
 

4) Strengthen Customer and Supplier Intimacy: Uses information systems to tighten linkages with 
suppliers and develops intimacy with customers 
High levels of customer intimacy increases switching costs: the cost of moving to a substitute 
good/service  

THE INTERNET’S IMPACT ON COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

The internet (as well as technology in general) have severely affected existing markets, even destroying some 
(such as the print media industry) but has also opened up new markets and new opportunities for different 
businesses and business models. 

Competitive Force Impact of the Internet 

Substitute products 
or services 

Enables new substitutes to emerge with new approaches to meeting needs and 
performing functions 

Customers’ 
bargaining power 

Availability of global price and product information shifts bargaining power to 
customers 

Suppliers’ bargaining 
power 

Procurement over the internet tends to raise the bargaining power OVER suppliers; 
suppliers can also benefit from reduced barriers to entry and from the elimination of 
distributors and other intermediaries standing between them ad their users 

Threat of new 
entrants 

The internet reduces barriers to entry, such as the need for a sales force, access to 
channels, and physical assets; it provides a technology for driving business 
processes that make other things easier to do 

Rivalry among 
existing competitors 

Widens the geographic market, increasing the number of competitors (to an 
international scale in some cases) and reducing the differences among competitors; 
makes it more difficult to sustain operational advantages; puts pressure to compete 
on prices 

 

THE BUSINESS VALUE CHAIN MODEL 

The value chain model highlights specific activities in the business where competitive strategies can be best 
applied and where information systems are most likely to have a strategic impact. 

Views organizations in terms of their activities: 

Primary activities directly adds add value to the core product/services: 

- Inbound logistics: Receiving and storing materials for distribution to production 
- Operations: Transforms inputs into finished products 
- Sales and Marketing: Promoting and selling the firm’s products 
- Service: Maintaining and repair of firm’s goods/services 
- Outbound logistics: Storing and distributing finished products 
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Support activities: do not ‘directly’ add value, but is required for business operations e.g. human resources: 

- Firm infrastructure: Administration and Management 
- Human Resources: Employee recruiting, hiring and training 
- Technology: Improving products and the production process 
- Procurement: Purchasing input 

 

Using the business value chain model will allow for benchmarking the comparison of the efficiency and 
effectiveness of a business against strict standards and then measuring performance against industry best 
practices. This ensures that a firm will have some form of competitive advantage. 

After analyzing the value chain, a set of information systems can be made, and selected from. 

Improving Business Activities: 

In the business value chain, the smallest unit of analysis is an activity. An activity could be categorized: 

- Routine: activity is when outcome is easily derived by considering a predetermined set of parameters 
- Non-routine activity is when a predetermined set of parameters for deriving outcome is missing, 

incomplete, unclear or unknown 

Technology could be used to: 

- automate routine activities to reduce cost 
- enhance decision maker’s analysis and hence the probability of deriving the optimal outcome in a 

Non-routine activity 

These can be applied to any activity in the value chain of an organization 

 

EXTENDING THE VALUE CHAIN: THE VALUE WEB 

The value chain of a firm is linked to the value chain of its suppliers, distributors, and customers 
It’s success id dependent on not only its own value but how well it coordinates with the other parties. 
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The value web: is a collection of independent firms that use information technology to coordinate their value 
chains to produce a product or service for a market collectively 

Information’s systems allow for industry-wide standards for exchanging information or business transactions 
electronically. Improved communication and cooperation between these firms allow industries to become far 
more flexible and adaptive. 

 

SYNDERGIES, CORE COMPETENCIES, AND NETWORK-BASED STRATEGIES 

Large corporations are usually a collection of different business units, and Information systems can improve 
the overall performance of these units by promoting synergy and competencies: 

- Synergies: When the operations of one unit depends on another, information systems can improve 
the tie together the operations of two separate units together in order to consolidate operations, 
lowering retailing costs, and increase cross-marketing of financial products 
 

- Enhancing Core Competencies: Information systems are able to improve core competencies; unique 
skills and proficiencies that can be utilized in value-creation activities 
 

- Network-Based Strategies: The creation of the internet and info sys technologies have allowed firms 
to create and utilize networks 
- Network economics: Considering laws of diminishing returns, traditional economics theorized that 
the more resources are placed within an operation the marginal costs will increase however the 
marginal gain will decrease 
However with information system enabled businesses, the marginal cost is close to zero while the 
marginal gain is much larger 
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(i.e. easier to add new members, and the contributions of each member are much larger) 
- Virtual Company Model: Allows virtual organizations which uses networks to link people, assets, 
and ideas, enabling it to ally with other companies to create and distribute products and services 
without being limited by traditional organizational boundaries or physical location (lower cost of 
entry) à Allows companies to interact with other firms to become more flexible and economic 
Allows organizations to outsource operations to other firms which specialize in those operations 
- Business Ecosystem: keystone and Niche Firms. Firms participate in industry sets; collections of 
industries that provide related services and products 
A good example to consider is a software developer which creates apps for apple’s iPhone. Its success 
is dependent on the operations and success of the apple platform. This builds on the concept of the 
value web whereby not only firms cooperate but different industries cooperate ( in the apple example 
it is the software development industry and the mobile phone industry) 

METHODS OF MAINTAINING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: 

- Raise Barriers to Market Entrants 
- Establish High Switching Costs 

2.4 USING SYSTEMS FOR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

SUSTAINING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE  

Often competitive advantage is short-term and especially in contemporary society where technology is readily 
available to competitors, the market is constantly changing and key business strategies can be imitated or 
retaliate. 

ALIGNING IT WITH BUSINESS OBJECTIVES 

Research shows that: 

a) The more successfully a firm can align information technology with its business goals the more 
profitable it will be 

b) Only one-quarter of firms achieve alignment of IT with the business 
c) Half of a successful firm’s profits can be explained by the alignment of IT 

Successful firms are able to effectively align their use of IT with their business models. Investments into IT 
often fail due to misalignment. Managers must consider: 

1) What is the structure of the industry in which the firm is located? 
- Considering Porter’s five forces 
- Is the basis of competition price, quality or brand? 
- What is the direction and nature of the industry? 
- How is the industry currently using information technology? 

2) What are the business, firm and industry value chains for this particular firm? 
- How is the firm currently creating value for its customers? I.e. unique services, low costs or high 
quality? 
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- Are there areas where value may be added? 
- Does the firm understand and manage its business processes using the best practices available? 
- Does the firm leverage its core competencies? 
- Is the industry supply chain and customer base changing in ways that benefits or harms the firm? 
- Can the firm  benefit from strategic partnerships and value webs? 
- Where in the value chain can information systems provide the greatest value? 

3) Have we aligned IT with our business strategy and goals? 
- Have we correctly articulated our business strategy and goals? 
- Is IT improving the right business processes and activities to promote this strategy? 
- Are we using the right metrics to measure progress towards those goals? 

MANAGING STRATEGIC TRANSITIONS 

Adopting strategic systems requires changes in business goals, relationships with customers and suppliers, and 
business processes. 

Strategic Transition: The movement between levels of sociotechnical systems 

2.5 FREECONOMICS: WHY FREE PRODUCTS ARE THE FUTURE OF THE DIGITAL WORLD 

 

HOW FREECONOMICS WORKS 

Usually in economics, the price of a good or service is set by its marginal cost (the cost of producing an 
additional unit of output)  

The use of technology and digital products essential sets marginal costs to zero, allowing millions of users to 
access these services, without any detriment or additional costs to the service provider e.g. yahoo emails pay 
nothing when a customer creates an email account however they gain profit through every new customer via 
advertising costs. 

As the contemporary market is extremely competitive, prices are constantly lowered, and driven towards their 
marginal cost i.e. zero 

THE FREECONOMICS VALUE PROPOSITION 

The Value Proposition is what a business provides to a customer and what a customer is willing to pay for that 
product or service 

In reality these ‘free services’ are not actually free, and are often paid by another party, usually advertisers 
(and some cases, not for profit organizations, charities or government bodies) 

Freeconomics: The leveraging of digital technologies to provide free goods and services to customers as a business 
strategy for gaining competitive advantage 
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APPLYING FREECONOMICS IN THE DIGITAL WORLD 

 

Freemium 
approach 

Explanation 

Advertising Free services provided to customers and paid for by a third party 

Freemium Basic services are offered for free, but  a premium is charged for special features 

Cross subsidiaries Sale price of one item is reduced in order to sell something else of value 

Zero Marginal 
Cost 

Products are distributed to customers without an appreciable cost to anyone 

Labor Exchange Services are provided to customers: the act of using the services creates value for the 
company 

Gift economy Environments are created that allow people to participate and collaborate to create 
something of value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


